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Program

Teach Me to Swing
  Beach/arr. Susan Moninger
  Ginny Maddock, Soprano
  Rebecca Angel, Soprano
  Haley Parker, Saxophone

Snowfall
  Thornhill/arr. Roger Emerson

Tricotism
  Oscar Pettiford
  Rebecca Angel, Soprano
  Kevin Thompson, Double Bass

South of the Border
  Sharon Broadley

My Funny Valentine
  Richard Rodgers & Lorenz Hart
  Hannah Martin, Soprano
  Emmett Scott, Piano

I've Got the World on a String
  Arlen/arr. Michele Weir
  Hannah Martin, Soprano
  Haley Parker, Alto

In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning
  Aquiala Walden, Alto

I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm
  Irving Berlin
  Ginny Maddock, Soprano
  Brandon Schneider, Baritone

Winter Wonderland
  Bernard/arr. Tommy Kamp

Blue Skies
  Berlin/arr. Roger Emerson
  Hannah Martin, Soprano
  Matthew Moody, Baritone
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